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W INTER RESTING SITE SELECTIoN BY RoE DEER AT 

H UZHoNG， DAXINGANLING M o UNTAINS 

No RTH EASTERN CHINA 

大兴安岭呼中林区狍 

豢  、 ． 

The winter resting site selection of Roe deer(Capeeolus eapreofus)was studied from October 20 to 

Decem ber 20， 199l， at Dongfanghong Forestry Farm ． Huzhong， Daxinganling M ountains． 

1 Study methods 

In the study area we set 4 about 3500 in long transect lineswith a 1000 m interval， On the transect 

lines we set 38 sample plots(10 m diamete r ci rcle and about 78 5 111 )with a 333 m interval 58 sample 

plots around the new resting sites of the Roe deer we found veeFe set up at the covering area of the 

transect lines Thirteen indices were measu red仃 able 1 and 2)in each of the sample plots Among the 

lndices a tree was defined as that which height was talle r than 3 m ； a shrub was between 0 5 3／11； a 

dominant tree was defined as that which number exceeded 70％ A dominant shrub was defined as that 

which canopy coverage exceeded 7O％ Canopy coverage was divided into 5 classes，1．e．，(1)0 5％ 

【2)6％ 25％：(3)26％ 50％：【4)51％ 75％ and(5)76％ 100％，Ground vegetation was the plant 

whose height was lower than 0 5 m The slol~ degree was measured by the line extending up and down 

5 m respectively frOiVa the sam ple plot center 

Through calculating the mean value and frequency of the indices the difference between the ran． 

dom and the resting site samles， the Jnterference of every index on the resting site selection and the rela． 

tire ideal resting site of Roe deer were ana1)sed and discussed 

2 Result and discussion 

2 l Selection on vegetation Roe deer tends to select low density(canopy coverage is 5％ 25％)mixed 

broad—leaf shrub forest abd mid—density(18 trees in a plots)，dominant birch tree forest．ground vege- 

tation with abundant lichens， ／1losses and grasses， but with few pine and crystaltea led um as resting 

sites(Table 1) 

The common winter foods of Roe deer are young branches of poplar， willow and birch(Ho et 

al， 1988)．There should be aboundant feeding area with mixed shrubs of birch， poplar and willow 

and fewer pine trees After feeding，Roe deer of ten rests just nearb~the feeding site The possible in— 

terpretation to explain Roe deer's preference for the habitat of low shrub canopy coverage and their 
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Tahk 1 Comparison of,~egetation betw~ n ralldom pIe andRoe deer bedding site 

： Significant difference{p 《0 0 5J； ： The most significant difference {O．O1) The F~ures in parentheses 

Afe sam口le numbets 

avoidance of high canopy coverage forest is that relative low density shrub seems favourable for feeding 

and walking， and high canopy coverage forest is shady， which is not favour-able for Roe deer to ob． 

tain food and use sunny energy． 

W e often found abandoned hal~ made resting sites in abundant Crystaltea ledum and cowbe rry， 

That kind of habitat was diffi cult to walk through and to lie on Preference fo r lichens， m osses and 

grasses are possibly related to their soft and thermal 1nsulation． 

2．2 Selection on topography and other factors Roe deer preferes to rest on gentle terrain． far from the 

river and the road，with hffie human disturbance，few logs and stumps and southfacing(96．6％)，gen- 

tie(< l0。)middle slope position(Table 2) 
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In Daxinganling M ountains the distance from the water resource is not important beeause all of the 

water surfaces are frozen during winter The animals eat snow instead of water， occasionally drink 

waater from gIacial lakes The road often follows the river and the most human disturbance come from 

the road， so the resting sites are relatively far from the river and the road． 

Elevation is not the limiting factor of the resting site selection of Roe deer beeause relative height is 

only about 300m 

Roe deer's selection of middle slope position avoids not only strong， cold winds at the top， but al- 

so shady cold at the bottom ．A gentle slope is favourable for walking， feeding and resting． 

The reasons that the resting sites ale mainly southfacing(96 6％)arc： 1)It is very cold in winter in 

the area，so Roe deer prefer to stay in sunny places，and 2)food is more readily available on sunny 

sides． Some resting sites were found at the bottom or the uppe r parts of slope s where Roe deer m ay 

easlily obtain solar energy and avoid cold wind． 

Table 2 Comparison of tot~graphy and other Non—vegetational factors between 

random saliIpie and roe deer bedding site 

·：Significant difference(P{OO5)， ··：The most significant d fence 0 (O．01)． 

Habitats with more logs and stumps were less frequently used  These habitats are often old forests 

where food le sour~ s and SUnShine arc tess available． 
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